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ABSTRACT
Nowadays Tech is an integral part of our lives and even though our lives would be miserable without it,
we rarely appreciate how much Tech does for us, let alone try to form a two-sided relationship with it.
This master-slave mentality towards Tech will create immense issues when the world is filled with robots
and (super)human A.I, and the world will be filled with them in about a generation, yet little to no efforts
have been made to create such a healthy two-sided relationship.
To create the new Human-Tech relationship a new type of pet able interface was created. This interface
focuses on creating more interaction between humans and Tech, creating a character for the Tech, and
combining this to create a two-sided Human-Tech relationship which includes a learning progress as
humans need to get to know the Tech.
Early prototypes and testing showed promising results to create a new and healthy Human-Tech
relationship. The latest prototype proved the relative ease with which an even deeper, more emotional,
and pet-like relationship with Tech can be created.
The relationship did not just flourish between Human-Tech directly, but also indirectly, between Human
and the products Tech creates. Thus, creating a greater appreciation and more attention for both the
Tech and what it creates. This made clear the new Human-Tech relationship is beneficial for both humans
and Tech alike.
Henceforth, the creation of such should be a top priority for everyone with an interest in Tech, Robots,
(super)human A.I., humans, and the flourishing of Tech and Humans.
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To ensure a safe relationship between humans, robots, and (super)human A.I. in the future humans
should cultivate and expand the relationship we as humans have with technology in the now. One way to
achieve this is by changing how we interact with Technology. As all healthy relationships are two-sided
and based on caring, intuition, active interacting, and connecting the new Human-Tech relationship
should be based on the same principles to achieve the best results.
Technology has always served us as slaves and although this master-salve relationship is changing, more
and more companies and developers are changing the master/slave terminology, almost all of us still use
our technology without any regard to the technology itself. This might not seem to be a problem right
now, but in the next decades, our way of looking at technology could have an immense impact on the
future of all humanity, even on the earth as a whole. If we treat Tech badly it could end the world as we
know it, as we will eventually have to deal with Tech that’s better than Humans in every single way, and
it won’t like the fact we’ve been treating it badly for years. If we treat it well and care about it, it could
be (the beginning of) a futuristic utopia.
If you think about it, we have a rather weird relationship with our technology. On one hand, we take it
for granted, we only use it to serve us and we replace it whenever we feel like it. On the other one, we
spend more and more time on our technology (especially on our phones) and humankind can’t live
without it, just imagine a world without the internet and coffee machines. This leads to a shocking
conclusion: we do not care about our technology, but we are dependent on what it does for/brings us.
‘So why is this such a big problem?’ You might ask. The answer is as simple as it is complex: It isn’t a
problem YET, but we won’t be able to get away with it for long. Let me explain.
According to a new study from Oxford Economics, robots could take over 20 million manufacturing jobs
(8,5% of the working force) around the world by 2030 and within the next 11 years, there could be 14
million robots put to work in China alone [1]. Another study found about 47 percent of total US
employment is at risk. They further provide evidence that wages and educational attainment exhibit a
strong negative relationship with an occupation’s probability of computerization [2].
Furthermore, Ray Kurzweil's [3] famous prediction of when A.I. will pass the Turing test still stands at
2030 and the moment the Singularity will happen at 2045, Vernor Vinge [4] stated he would be
surprised if it happens after 2030, and although Stephen Hawking [5] never named a specific date he
stated it could be the "worst event in the history of our civilization." and urged creators of A.I. to
"employ best practice and effective management."

Figure 1 – Hierarchy Pyramid

Whether you agree with Hawking's dystopian view or align more with Vinge's positive prediction, the fact
that we can't continue to see technology as objects, as our slaves, is undeniable and we have about a
generation to learn to accept, adapt to, respect, and live with all kinds of superior technology.
When the time comes the argument that technology is ‘lifeless’ does not hold up, and if you think the
world can’t change that much in 25 years, remember that in 1995 the DVD was the pinnacle of
technology.

METHODS
Where does Tech stand now?
Prototype 1 – Questions & Prompts
Zou jij het
experimenteren,
pijn doen van
apen toestaan in
de naam van de
wetenschap?
Zou jij het
experimenteren,
pijn doen van
honden toestaan
in de naam van
de wetenschap?
Zou je één
schoonmaker
opofferen om
een dokter te
redden?
Zouden mensen
die niks (kunnen)
toevoegen aan
de maatschappij
stemrecht
moeten hebben?
Zouden robots
mensen mogen
vervangen ten
nadele van de
mens?
Zou jij je telefoon
opofferen voor
het leven van
een zwerver?

Zou een persoon
een uitkering
moeten krijgen
als degene niet
wilt werken en
geen vrijwilligers
werk wilt doen?
Zou je één
persoon
opofferen om 3
andere te
redden?
Zou
orgaandonatie
verplicht moeten
worden?
Zou etnisch
profileren legaal
moeten worden?

Zou
experimenteren
op mensen
legaal moeten
worden?
Zou je een
huisdier
opofferen voor
een vreemde?

En doden?

Als het je
moeder/vader
betrof?

Het de
criminaliteit
verlaagt?

Als het leidt tot
attractieparken
en bijhorende
attractie?

Het armoede
kan oplossen?

Het
ongelijkheid
kan oplossen?

Als het leidt
tot veilige
orgaan- en
bloed
transplantatie?

Het belang van
slaap bewezen
wordt?

Als het
depressie kan
oplossen?

En als het een
doktor was?

Je het laaste
gesprek met
een dierbare
mist?

De dood van
een dierbare
veroorzaakt?

Before we can change our view and relationship with Tech we need to know where Tech stands now.
Interviews and data from 'The Moral Machine' [6] showed there's a preference for fit, (higher) educated,
young people, and women in general. Figure 1 represents an extended hierarchy combining these
findings.
Prototype 1 (Attachment 1) is a game mildly based on the Trolley Problem, involving prompts based
around humans, animals, technology, and add-ons to change the situation (slightly). Compulsory
discussions and explanations ensured a deeper understanding of the choices made. Of the 10
participants, 2 were over the age of 55, and 3 had a Tech related career. The game was played at home
and took about 1,5 hours.
The goal of Prototype 1 was to make people think about why they care about things, if it can be changed
and how little it takes to make that change. All to create a deeper understanding of the hierarchy shown
in figure 1. The results did not confirm this hierarchy, but rather showed one main reason for their
decisions: The closeness or relationship to what we interact with. Explanations of the precipitants made
clear that they don't see their technology as something they have a relationship or bond with.
Thus, the goal of Prototype 2 became creating such a relationship.

Prototype 2 - Commands

Acting Humanlike to Tech
Although nowadays all smartphones have some sort of voice assistance/control only 36% of people use
it at least once a month [7], yet people with pets talk to them multiple times a day, and 45 percent like
the fact they are never judged or questioned by their cat or dog [8].
Objectophilia (being sexual or romantic attracted to inanimate objects) exist, and cases of people
marrying objects existing [9] proved that a relationship with tech is not only possible but already
happening! Therefore, trying to create one with a smartphone didn't seem too far-fetched.
Making the most of the voice assistants available (Attachment 2) a group of 4 people used their phones
with only their voice for two days, to create a more human to human sensation a command would only
work if it was followed by "Alsjeblieft" (Please) and the participants were encouraged to say "Dank Je"
(Thank You) after a command was executed. These informalities also created a more talkative sensation,
instead of the slave-master commands we normally use when we use voice commands. The word
command already implies a certain view on our tech, just like the word assistance, another reason to add
informalities.
All participants agreed that, after an initial state of frustration, talking to their phones made them feel
more connected and closer to their phones. They also stated that, because you can't swipe through
Facebook or Instagram while talking to someone else, you either spend time on your phone or not. As
seen in Figure 2 the total amount spent on their phone (in hours) went down, but the time spent was
more focused, just like when you would be talking to humans. You must be attentive to form a bond with
another person.
They all noticed a clear increase in concentration, either on the phone or 'the outside world', and all found
this a positive change. Strangely all agreed that the usability went down, but none found this negative, as
the threshold to waste time on their phones went up, and thus their productivity went up.

Focused time on phone

Figure 2

Two of the participants encountered reactions when talking to their phones in public spaces, although it
was impossible to determine whether the cause of this was the talking itself or the informalities used.
Both stated this influenced their phone-usage in public spaces, neither experienced this as negative.
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This all confirms that creating a Human-Tech relationship is not only possible but relatively easy to
cultivate if we put in the required work. Yet putting all technology in the same bracket would be naïve we only play with our pets, not random animals – and thus there’s a need to classify technology as we do
with animals: Pets, domesticated animals, and wild animals.
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So how do we classify technology?

Tech versus Pets

Figure 3 – Tech Taxonomy

To get a good view of how a Tech Taxonomy, as seen in Figure 3, could be formed it seemed logical to
look at animal taxonomy (attachment 3). By creating criteria for technology categories were formed that
allowed for a faster and logical prototype. The taxonomy was partially based on a form filled in by 8
people and by technical criteria. It’s important to note that personal time spend with technology has a
big influence on how people see technology. The categories that were created are; Super Smart Tech
(SST), Smart Tech (ST), and Normal Tech (NT).

Super Smart Tech: Voice control and Touchscreen.
Smart Tech: Touchscreen or Voice control.
Normal Tech: No Voice Control, one to three broad functions, mostly fully used.

During this time frame, some participants stated that they will never see or treat tech as a pet, as for
them the tech is lifeless (never has lived). Some people strongly believed in treating Tech more like pets.
This was worth noting for further prototypes and tests. Thus, it was decided to let future prototypes be
tested by people who are neutral about treating Tech like pets, this ensures the initial stance of the tester
will not influence the result.
To create the biggest difference in interaction and interface it was decided to work with NT, specifically
a contact grill. This allowed for a less complex interface and therefore iterating could happen more often
and easier. The Taxonomy helped to create a clear view of this and allowed us to get a better view of how
we could categorize technology in the future when we see it as sentients. At this stage, it was also decided
to make future prototypes catch your eye, but it should still be intuitive to touch and interact with them.

Pet to Perfection
Prototype 3 - Inside

After deciding Prototype 3 should be an interface based on petting research was done to create a more
back and forth interaction between the interface as a whole and the person using it. Eventually, we
decided on a combination of LEDs and vibration, although in Prototype 3 only and LED were used to be
able to test faster. The interface works on a general power strip, so any electronic technology can be
connected to it.
To make sure the interface was appealing sheepskin was used as an outer layer, the inside construction
is made of K’Nex for stability and strength, and Arduino is used for the technical workings. The LED shows
whether the interface isn’t used, is in good use, or is over/under-used and. The interface is controlled by
petting the top of it. (Attachments 4, 5, and 6)

Prototype 3 - Outside

The test of Prototype 3 showed some problems with the hard and rigid construction, which made the
petting experience less pleasant and did not allow for proper petting. After testing different materials
(Attachment 7) sheepskin came out on top, as it is soft and creates an intuitive reason to pet. To still have
a sturdy construction but increase the petting experience a sturdy foam was used for Prototype 4. To test
what combination of controls and feedback creates the best interaction a graph was created to divide the
whole interaction into individual things, this created a way to include specific things and see the impact
it has on the whole interaction (Attachment 8).
Prototype 4 uses multiply LEDs and vibration to create behaviour (Attachments 9, 10, and 11). Due to this
behaviour, there’s a real learning curve for the user. The multiply LEDs also allowed for different states
and thus a more complex interaction than achieved by Prototype 3. Before applying Prototype 4 to a
contact grill the original 10 participants filled in a form to find out their specific attitude towards contact
grills as a baseline.
This piece of NT is perfect as it’s a very abused piece of Tech and there is very little to no interaction
needed to use it. The participants agreed that the grill was too ugly and unused to be permanently placed
on the countertop, another reason to choose this piece of NT, as the prototype would make it special
enough to be shown on the countertop. Eventually, 2 participants used Prototype 4, both for about 6
days. After they used it, they both separately filled out a form and were interviewed, at the end we
discussed the experience with all 3 of us.

Prototype 4 - Inside

RESULTS
All prototypes created a deeper understanding of why and how humans can form a relationship with
Tech. From Prototype 2 onwards it was clear that the participants experienced a more intimate time
spend with Tech as pleasant and active. Prototype 4 created a lot of unexpected insights about building
relationships. Due to the setup, the participants experienced a longer interaction with the Tech, which
lead to a better realization of time, and more respect and appreciation for the Grill. Because they invested
more time and energy the participants appreciate the food prepared with the grill more, this also had to
do with the fact that they had full attention to the food, and thus the food was never burned.
The setup also created a situation in which the grill is always visible, both participants encountered people
asking about it and wanting to pet it. This perfectly confirmed the prototype being special enough to
catch the eye but remains intuitively to pet. Both participants used the grill more, as when they were
asked to show them, they would use it.

Prototype 4 - Outside

Both participants noticed that their attention towards all tech heightened in the 6 days, they also started
to give a character to the grill, one of them even give it a name “Grillpeto” based on Geppetto, the name
of Pinocchio's creator and “father”. This anthropomorphism was an unexpected achievement that
nevertheless showed that a real and more intense relationship was formed. Both participants also noted
the fact that a better product (food) was important for the relationship, in the last conversation it was
clear that this second-hand emotional/sensual influence plays a part in the forming of an emotional bond.
This product related bond-forming showed that the emotional bond needed to form a relationship does
not necessarily come from the object itself but needs to be connected to it.

CONCLUSION
All in all, an emotional relationship can be easily formed by changing the interaction we have with Tech.
The idea of connecting it with an animal like interaction sure helps as it follows easily to an emotional
bond. Every prototype showed this, concluding that there’s more a general lack of attention, respect, and
understanding for Tech than an actual rational based reason to put them so low in the hierarchy. The 2
participants of Prototype 4 do have an interest and knowledge of technology, and although they are
neutral about interaction with Tech as if they are animals or humans, they both admitted it probably has
a small impact on how they handled the experiment.
This does show a rather interesting idea of how we will care about Tech in the future, and maybe we will
have to divide Tech into Interaction Tech and non-interaction Tech. The grill also had an advantage
because it creates something specially made for the person using it. This is something other Tech that has
a more general-purpose, like a fridge, doesn’t possess and therefore is less ideal to apply Prototype 4 to.
As shown the interfaces are easy and cheap to create but have a great impact on the applicable Tech.
This creates the opportunity to create such interfaces see where and how they are applied best, and
create more durable and customizable versions. The future kitchen can include numerous different Tech,
with different kinds of interacting interfaces.

DISCUSSION
This leads to a big point of discussion following from the research: What Tech will be able to be perceived
and interacted with in a way that will make them form relationships with humans? Will some Techs be
left out because they are “too simple”? Will only certain Techs be allowed to create such relationships?
Or only some humans? I don’t think so. The problem is far more based on the lack of thoughts about the
technology we use every day and a too one-sided, humancentric, and efficient driven design. We need to
spend quality, interactive time with Tech to create a relationship with Tech, just like we do with animals
and humans.
The other big, maybe even biggest, point of discussion: Is Tech designed in such a way it neglects creating
relationships with it? Do we, do designers, need to revaluate their designs? Should we, just like we do
with (adoption) pets, let the Tech and humans interact to see if they match before they buy Tech?

Just like pets, all Tech will have a different character, a different interface. You might have to pet grills,
but you will have to talk to your coffee machine, and softly squeeze in your microwave. The more complex
the machine, the more character and more multi-dimensional the interface and interaction will be. New
cars and new (cleaning) robots will need to be taken care of, not only mechanical but also emotional.
Your car drives better and easier if you treat it well, and maybe not even allow you in if you misuse it.
Cleaning robots won’t work for you, but with you, if you make unnecessary messes it might ignore dirty
spots or won't clean at all!
The creation of those more complex and characteristic interfaces and interactions is a long-term vision,
but before it can happen there must first be awareness about the idea and topic in general. The idea of a
whole kitchen fitted only with Tech that all have a different, a new, interface and interaction exhibited to
a large public would be the best way to achieve this in the near future.
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ATTACHMENTS

Attachment 1 – Game Questions and
Prompts
Zou jij het
experimenteren, pijn
doen van apen
toestaan in de naam
van de wetenschap?

Zou een persoon een
uitkering moeten
krijgen als degene
niet wilt werken en
geen vrijwilligers werk
wilt doen?

Zou jij het
experimenteren, pijn
doen van honden
toestaan in de naam
van de wetenschap?

Zou je één persoon
opofferen om 3
andere te redden?

Zou je één
schoonmaker
opofferen om een
dokter te redden?
Zouden mensen die
niks (kunnen)
toevoegen aan de
maatschappij
stemrecht moeten
hebben?
Zouden robots
mensen mogen
vervangen ten nadele
van de mens?
Zou jij je telefoon
opofferen voor het
leven van een
zwerver?

Zou orgaandonatie
verplicht moeten
worden?
Zou etnisch profileren
legaal moeten
worden?

Zou experimenteren
op mensen legaal
moeten worden?
Zou je een huisdier
opofferen voor een
vreemde?

Attachment 2 – Voice Commands

En doden?

Als het je
moeder/vader
betrof?

Het de criminaliteit
verlaagt?

Als het leidt tot
attractieparken en
bijhorende
attractie?

Als het armoede kan
oplossen?

Het ongelijkheid kan
oplossen?

Als het leidt tot
veilige orgaan- en
bloedtransplantatie?

Het belang van slaap
bewezen wordt?

Als het depressie
kan oplossen?

En als het een
doktor was?

Je het laaste gesprek
met een dierbare
mist?

De dood van een
dierbare
veroorzaakt?

Attachment 3 – Tech Taxonomy as
Animal Taxonomy

Attachment 4 – Prototype 3 Inside

Attachment 5 - Prototype 3 Outside

Attachment 6 – Prototype 3 Arduino
Schematic
1: LED
2: Press Button
3: Arduino Breadboard
4: Arduino Uno
5: Relays 5V
6: 9V Battery

Attachment 7 – Fabrics Tested as
Outer Skin

Attachment 8 – Individual Interaction
Parts

Full
Interaction

Touch

Visual

Ouside

Skin

Construction

Inside

Vibration

Electronic

Construction

LEDs

Appearance

Skin

Size

Attachment 9 – Prototype 4 Inside

Attachment 10 – Prototype 4 Outside

Attachment 11 – Prototype 4
Arduino Schematic
1: LEDs
2: Button Press
3: Arduino Breadboard
4: Arduino Uno
5: Relays 5V
6: Vibration Motor

